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but freely changing its orators in a dizzy merry-go-round;
little preoccupied with essential problems but generally solving
them at the last minute: the Republic d lafrangaise has nothing
quite like it in the world. ... It lives by suppleness and adroit-
ness. It is a regime of perpetual deals; one might say of com-
promise, if this word were not ,too "compromising". It is the
system of government of an independent, rich and happy
people.'1
Economic and Social Problems, 1918-40
The most controversial of these post-war economic issues
was that of currency and finance. Before the war, Caillaux had
proposed a moderate income tax—a sensational innovation in
Republican France. It came to nought then, and France went
through three years of war before she at last instituted this
method of paying for the war which to most other countries
had long seemed obvious. The tax imposed in 1917, compli-
cated and mild in application, affected little the actual financ-
ing of the war. What divided parties most in the post-war
years, when the tax was kept on, was whether it should be
moderated or made steeper in incidence. The Socialists and
Communists favoured it as against the indirect taxation so
beloved of the more orthodox, and even proposed a capital
levy as well. The more Conservative parties opposed it on
grounds of'fiscal inquisition5—the old fear of excessive govern-
ment power and the State's gaining overmuch control over tne
family and individual income. Evasion of taxation, among all
classes but especially by the peasants, became widespread and
rampant. Again, the practical effect was a half-hearted com-
promise typical of the parliamentary Republic at its least virile
—retention of income tax but weak application of it against
the most powerful blocs in the electorate.2
This humanly comprehensible but nationally reprehensible
1	Cf, Paul Guerin: Le Problems Frangais (1939), p. 43 f.
2	Cf. D. W. Brogan: op. cit, p. 516 f?.; Paul Vaucher: op. cit.,
p. 104 ff.; and the specialist studies of R. H. Haig: The Public Finances
(f Post-War Franc* (1929); and J. H. Rogers: The Process of Inflation in
France^ 1914-3$ (1929).

